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Landscape in Change - Agriculture

Cultural landscape in Franconia

Big size of farmland
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Landscape in Change - Parks

Park Hannover-Herrenhausen

Park am Nordbahnhof Berlin
Landscape in Change – Urban Space

Historic market square in Hildesheim

Contemporary urban space in Cologne
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Each generation is producing landscape values. How to protect? How to use?
New types of agriculture

Smaller size of agricultural farms

Direct marketing for agricultural products
New use of historic parks

Schloßpark Veitshöchheim – „Kitchen Garden“

Schloßpark Eutin – „Show-Kitchen“
Rethink Society

We need new ideas to use landscape values. We have to rethink the human society to integrate the cultural heritage.
Rethink Society

We need new ideas to use landscape values. We have to rethink the human society to integrate the cultural heritage.

Protection and use of cultural heritage should be a part of a strategy of green infrastructure in landscape and cities.